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Abstract— IP multicast is not widely deployed yet over
Internet. This is mainly due to the forwarding entries
scalability and control explosion problems. In this paper, we
propose an algorithm called STA (Scalable Tree Aggregation) which reduces the number of trees by allowing several
groups to be aggregated to the same tree: the less trees,
the less forwarding entries and the less control messages
to maintain trees. STA performs faster aggregations than
previous aggregation algorithms by evaluating fewer trees
for each group, while keeping the same performance. We
show the scalability and the fastness of STA by extensive
simulations and we compare its performance to the previous
algorithm.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

During the last decade, several multimedia applications
in Internet involving group communications have been
developed. To manage these communications, multicast
consists in sending only one message per group instead of
unicasting the message to all the members of the group. In
traditional IP multicast, each group using services such as
audio-video conferencing, Internet video-games, Internet
TV or online teaching, is assigned its own multicast
address corresponding to a tree delivery structure. As the
multicast address of each tree is stored in the forwarding
table of the routers spanned by this tree, the number
of forwarding entries in the routers increases with the
number of trees and consequently with the number of
groups.
With the evolution of Internet, the number of groups is
expected to grow tremendously, leading to the explosion
of the number of forwarding entries. Large forwarding
tables slow down IP lookup and then the routing. Indeed,
every message for a group involves an IP lookup in
the forwarding tables. Moreover, large forwarding tables
imply large memory requirements. Additionally, there
is an important overhead due to the control messages
exchanged by the routers to maintain the trees. Before
IP multicast can be widely deployed over Internet, one
must solve this problem of scalability.
Several solutions have been proposed in the literature to
reduce the size of the forwarding table: the compression
of the routing table [1], the use of reduced trees [2], [3],
the aggregation of the forwarding entries [4], [5] and tree
aggregation [6], [7], [8].
In Reunite [2] and HBH [3], multicast forwarding
entries are stored only in branching routers instead of
in all the routers of the tree: the number of forwarding

entries is reduced. This approach gives good performance
when groups are sparse but it does not scale with the
number of groups.
In [4], Radoslavov et al. propose the aggregation of
forwarding entries. Two forwarding entries are aggregated
to the longest covering prefix if they share the same
incoming interfaces, the same outgoing interfaces and
if there is no other forwarding entry that matches the
longest covering prefix. They also propose a leaky aggregation for low-bandwidth groups in which bandwidth may
be wasted. Leaky aggregation results into a bandwidthmemory trade-off. In [5], Thaler and Handley analyze the
aggregation of the forwarding entries formally.
However, these mechanisms do not reduce control
overhead due to maintenance of trees, that is why we
focus on tree aggregation.
Tree aggregation reduces the number of trees by forcing
multiple groups to share the same tree within a domain:
these groups are said to be aggregated to this tree. By this
way, only one forwarding entry per router is needed for
all these groups instead of one per group and per router.
Thus, the number of forwarding entries, depending on
the number of trees, is reduced. Moreover, less trees are
maintained. Different groups may be aggregated to the
same tree and since all the leaves of the tree receive the
messages, some bandwidth is wasted when leaves with
no members receive messages unnecessarily.
Fig. 1 depicts a backbone with four routers: A, B,
C and D. A tree  with three links (AB, BC and BD)
is represented with dotted lines. Two groups  (with
members in A, B, C and D) and  (with members in
A, C and D) can use  for their communications. If a
group   (with members in A, B and D) use  , bandwidth
is wasted when messages for   reach C unnecessarily.
Indeed, the link BC is in excess for   . Note that the tree
spanning   has two links: AB and BD.
Without tree aggregation, three entries are used in
router B to maintain the three trees   ,   and   of  ,  
and   . With tree aggregation, if   and   are aggregated
to  , only two entries in B are needed for  and   . If  ,
  and   share  , only one entry in B is needed for  but
bandwidth is wasted for   , as explained previously.
The algorithms proposed for tree aggregation [7], [8]
were not simulated for large scale multicast with tens of
thousands concurrent groups. Indeed, they do not scale
with the number of trees and do not address important points of large scale computing such as memory
requirements and computation time. In this paper, we
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Fig. 1. Within a domain, three groups  ,  and  can share the
same tree  (in dotted lines) but bandwidth is wasted for  .

propose a tree aggregation algorithm that aggregates faster
than the previous algorithms by evaluating few trees
for each group while keeping the same performance as
previous algorithms. We define metrics that evaluates the
performance of the aggregations and we compare our
algorithm to the previous algorithm with around    
concurrent groups within a large domain.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
describes the previous algorithms for tree aggregation.
Section III exposes our tree aggregation algorithm and
the metrics used to define a good aggregation. Section IV
presents and analyzes the extensive simulation results.
II. T REE AGGREGATION
Tree aggregation reduces the number of forwarding
entries by building less trees than traditional IP multicast.
Moreover, decreasing the number of trees reduces the
control overhead due to the maintenance of trees.
The tree aggregation idea is proposed by Gerla et al.
in [6]. Instead of having one tree per group, several
groups are aggregated to the same tree within a domain.
Messages for these aggregated groups use all the links
of the tree: some bandwidth is wasted when messages
reach routers without members. Tree aggregation consists
in building less trees while controlling the wastage of
bandwidth.
In order to have several groups sharing the same tree
within a domain, tree aggregation uses labels. At the
ingress router, a label is added to each incoming multicast
packet and the original multicast address is stored in the
packet. The label identifies the tree used by the group
receiving the packet. At the egress routers, the label is
removed and the original multicast address is restored. In
the whole domain, the packets are forwarded according to
their label, and not to their original destination address.
Using labels is transparent to other domains. Note that
the edge routers of the domain maintain the mapping of
groups to labels.
To reduce the number of forwarding entries, the tree
aggregation algorithms often use bi-directional shared
trees.
We describe the following algorithms: Aggregated Multicast (AM) [7] and Bi-directional Aggregated Multicast
(BEAM) [8].

A. The centralized protocol AM
A multicast tree set ! includes all the trees in the
domain. AM [7] decides whether or not to aggregate a
new group  to an existing tree in ! in the following way:
the whole set ! is listed and a set " of candidate trees
for an aggregation with  is established. A candidate tree
satisfies some constraints such as the bandwidth wasted
is below a given threshold. AM aggregates  with the tree
 in " minimizing a given function # $  . If there is no
candidate tree, a new tree % for  is built and added to
! .
In AM, a tree  is a candidate for a group  if # &' )(
"  '* " +% ),.- is less than or equal to the bandwidth
threshold '/ where +% is the native tree of the group  and
"   is the cost of the tree  .
Each time a new group arrives, AM examines the whole
set of trees ! . All the trees are systematically evaluated
even if they are not likely to be candidates. In large
domains with a large number of groups, the number of
trees is expected to be important. In this case the approach
of AM does not scale with the number of trees.
B. The distributed protocol BEAM
BEAM [8] is a distributed version of AM. In BEAM,
each router 0 keeps its own multicast tree set !21 (0
is called a core router). When a group  appears, a
core router 0   is found for  using a hash function,
and this router 0   establishes a set " of candidate
trees (satisfying bandwidth constraints) by evaluating the
%4
trees in ! 13 . BEAM aggregates  with the tree  in
" minimizing a function #65 $  . If no candidate tree
%4
is found by 0   in ! 13 , 0   requests the other core
routers to aggregate  with a tree of their own multicast
tree set. These requests imply bandwidth wasted because
of the generated control messages. As described in [8],
the function #65 &'  for BEAM is faster to compute than
the function # &'  for AM. Additionally, less trees are
%4
listed when a candidate is found in ! 13 .
However, BEAM has two main drawbacks. First, all the
candidate trees for a new group  are disseminated among
all the core routers. Therefore, the probability for a core
router to find a candidate in its own multicast tree set is
low. Due to the requests of the routers when no candidate
tree is found, BEAM often examines the multicast tree
sets of all the routers when a new group arrives. This is
equivalent to evaluating all the trees in ! , as does AM.
The second drawback is that aggregating  with a tree
%4
found in ! 13 by 0   is not necessarily the best decision
in terms of bandwidth used considering the whole set
of trees ! . The aggregation may be suboptimal: two
identical groups can have different core routers and can
be aggregated to different trees. The number of trees is
therefore higher than in AM.
III. S CALABLE T REE AGGREGATION ALGORITHM
In this section, we describe our algorithm proposed to
achieve fast tree aggregations. Then, we define metrics
to evaluate the performance of tree aggregations. We
consider the same hypothesis as stated in [7]: links are

never saturated by the multicast groups using that link (the
bandwidth allocated for multicast is sufficient) and each
group has the same bandwidth requirement. However, we
studied tree aggregation with link saturation and with
bandwidth requirements for groups in [9].
A. Description of STA algorithm
Recall that ! is the multicast tree set. The main idea
of STA is to partition the trees in ! considering their cost
(i.e., the sum of the valuations of the edges of the trees):
! ( !78'!  9:9:9; where a tree of cost < is in the subset
!>=@?A! . When a new group  arrives, a tree  % of cost < %
is computed for  . STA evaluates the trees from the subset
!>=+B to the subset !>=+B C7=+BDEGF where  / is a given bandwidth
threshold. As soon as a tree  in these sets can cover  , it
is chosen for an aggregation with  . Thus, the aggregation
of  is made with the tree in ! of minimum cost that can
cover  as the trees are evaluated in ascending order of
their cost.
The bandwidth threshold  / for STA determines the
maximum bandwidth allowed to be wasted for each group.
If / (  , no bandwidth is wasted (i.e., the bandwidth
used for all the groups remains the same as in traditional
IP multicast while the number of trees is reduced). For
 /2( H9 I , the cost of the candidate tree for a group  is
less than I % of the cost of the original tree  % of  .
1) Fast aggregations: STA reduces the number of
evaluated trees for an aggregation of  : the previous
algorithms evaluate all the trees in set ! every time a
new group arrives, even those of cost far from  % . In
the worst case (no candidate trees for  ) STA evaluates
only the trees from the sets !7=+B to !>=+B C7=+BDEGF . In STA,
once a candidate is found, it is chosen for the aggregation
whereas the previous algorithms choose a tree among a
set " of candidates as shown on Table I (see later).
Algorithm 1 describes STA. Note that how STA determines that a tree  can cover a group  is described later
and that the trees have integer costs.
2) Group leaving procedure: When a group leaves,
STA checks that the tree for this group is still used, i.e.,
some groups are still aggregated to this tree. If it is not
the case, the tree is removed from the multicast tree set.
Otherwise, the tree is maintained.
3) Group changing procedure: When a group changes
(i.e., when a member leaves or arrives), STA checks if its
aggregated tree still covers the group and if the bandwidth
threshold is not exceeded. If one of these check fails, STA
considers that the old group leaves (see Group leaving
procedure) and that a new group (the old group with the
changes) arrives. Then, Algorithm 1 is activated.
B. Performance metrics
Several metrics are related to the performance of the
tree aggregation algorithms.
1) Number of trees: In traditional IP multicast, the
number of trees J !KJ is equal to the number of concurrent
groups (each group is assigned its own tree) whereas
tree aggregation reduces the number of trees. IP multicast

Algorithm 1 Scalable Tree Aggregation Algorithm
compute a tree % for 
+% has a cost <%
#$LMON>PRQS#$TUWV8X and YZQ[<%
while not ( #$LMON>P ) and Y)\A<%^]_<%^`a/ do
while not ( #$LMON>P ) and there is a tree  in !>b not
evaluated yet do
if  can cover  then

#$LMON>PRQc+0M$X

else

 is evaluated
end if
end while
YdQcY$] -

end while
if #$LMON>P then
aggregate  to 
else no candidate tree is found considering  /
add +% in the subset ! = B of !
end if
routing protocols maintain each tree by periodically sending control messages and then the less trees in a domain,
the less control overhead.
2) Mean number of forwarding entries in a router:
Each forwarding entry in a router corresponds to a tree
spanning this router. Therefore, the number of forwarding
entries depends on the number of trees. A large number
of forwarding entries in a router slows down IP lookup,
which decreases performance. The mean number of forwarding entries per router is defined as:

e

Egf h J J
i

where ! denotes the
i set of trees, J J the number of routers
spanned by  , and the number of routers of the domain.
3) Bandwidth wasted: The bandwidth used for a group
is considered as the cost of the tree for this group (i.e.,
the sum of the valuation of each link of the tree). The
bandwidth wasted is defined as the ratio of the bandwidth
used by our algorithm over the bandwidth used if no
aggregation is considered:

e

h l  '
O
% f j "  k
e
,m% f j "  %

where n is the set of all the groups, "   is the cost of
hOl   is the tree to which  is aggregated by
a tree  , k
STA and  % is the original tree for  .
4) Number of trees evaluated per group: To aggregate
 to a tree in ! , STA evaluates a subset of trees (see
Table I). The less evaluated trees, the faster the tree
aggregation algorithm. The mean number of evaluations
per group is defined as:

e

% f j 8X o TU  
J npJ

where n is the set of all the groups and X8o TU   is the
number of trees evaluated for the group  .

Number of group requests
Percent of evaluated trees
Percent of bandwidth wasted
Computation time (in seconds)
Mean number of evaluated trees

Number of trees

5) Computation time per group: To prove the scala30000
bility of a tree aggregation algorithm, the computation
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time is important. It corresponds to the time taken by
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25000
the algorithm to aggregate a given number of groups,
20000
considering that there is no group initially and that the
EGF$ 
group Nd] - arrives immediately after the group N has been
15000
EGF$ 
aggregated. The computation time per group is the overall
10000
computation time divided by the number of groups.
STA It
depends on the number of trees evaluated per group
STAand
5000
on the complexity of checking each evaluated tree.STA
0
6) Memory requirements: In AM or STA, a tree man0
5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000 35000 40000 45000
Number of concurrent groups
ager is in charge of managing the groups and the trees. To
manage several thousands of groups, the tree manager has
to store efficiently groups and trees in order to minimize
Fig. 2. Number of trees.
the memory used. Indeed, the memory used is related to
scalability, as shown in [10]. The memory requirements
also impact on the computation time, due to swapping.
B. Mean number of forwarding entries per router
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A. Number of trees
The number of trees measures the efficiency of tree
aggregation. The number of trees increases with the
number of concurrent groups (see Fig. 2). Additionally,
it decreases when the bandwidth threshold increases. The
results are approximately the same for both the algorithm:
the aggregation ratio of AM is maintained in STA. For
example, there are approximately 25,900 trees for 45,000
of concurrent groups for a bandwidth threshold of 9 
for AM and STA. When considering a scheme without
tree aggregation, the number of trees would have been
45,000: tree aggregation achieves in this case around 40%
of aggregation ratio.

18000

Mean number of forwarding entries

IV. S IMULATIONS
AM [7] and STA are simulated on the Eurorings
network [11], which is a rather large European backbone.
It contains 43 nodes and 55 links and all the routers of the
domain can be members of multicast groups. We ran these
two algorithms on different topologies and the behavior
of the algorithms were quite similar. Due to lack of STA
space,
we only present here the results for Eurorings network.
STA
Multicast group requests arrive as Poisson processSTA
with
arrival rate y and groups lifetimes have an exponential

distribution with average z){ . The average number of
concurrent groups is therefore }| . We set the arrival rate
and the average lifetime in order to get around 45,000
concurrent groups. There were about ~H'   group
requests in our simulations. Note that the STA program
can be found at [12].
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C. Bandwidth wasted in percent
The more the bandwidth threshold, the more bandwidth
is wasted and the less number of trees (see Fig. 4). When
the bandwidth threshold is equal to 9I , around 7% of
bandwidth is wasted to maintain approximately 25,900
trees. This percentage is less than the 20% theoretically
expected. It appears that the threshold value of 9I
achieves a good trade-off between the bandwidth wasted
and the number of trees.
AM and STA have the same performance for the
number of trees, the mean number of forwarding entries
per router and the percent of bandwidth wasted. However,
STA outperforms AM in the following metrics, which
allows to prove the fastness of STA.
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Number
of trees takes around 45 minutes to deal with aggregate ~     
sures the fastness of a tree aggregation algorithm.
The
of forwarding
number of evaluated trees per Mean
groupnumber
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increasesentries group requests whereas AM takes more than 3 hours and
a half: the computation time is four times shorter in STA.
with the number of group requests (see Fig. 5). Indeed,
Percent
evaluated trees Note that STA is able to aggregate one million of static
the more group requests, the more trees
and oftherefore
g replacements
Percent
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the more evaluated trees. STA evaluates
fewoftrees
of thewasted groups in a short time [13].
multicast tree set for each new aggregation whereas AM
Mean
number of tree
evaluated
evaluates always all the trees of the
multicast
set. trees
concurrent groups For example, for a bandwidth threshold equal to 9  , STA
12000
EGF$ 
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Number of trees evaluates 1,000 trees in average for each new group, while
10000
AM
forwarding entries AM evaluates in the same time 23,000 trees.
This allow STA to achieve faster aggregations than AM
8000
of evaluated trees while keeping the same performance.

400000

Mean number of evaluated trees per group request.

Figure 6 shows the percentage of evaluated trees per
group request. AM always evaluates all the trees of the
multicast tree set, which leads to a value of 100%. STA
evaluates always between 5% and 10% of the multicast
tree set, whatever the value of the threshold is. The
reduction of the number of evaluated trees is significant.
E. Computation time
Our last metric, the computation time, increases with
the number of groups (see Fig. 7). Additionally, it decreases when the bandwidth threshold increases. Indeed,
when the bandwidth threshold increases, there are less
evaluated trees as seen previously.

Fig. 7.

Computation time (in seconds).

F. Summary of the simulations
In conclusion, tree aggregation is a very promising
scheme, which allows to reduce the number of forwarding
entries in routers, the number of trees and the control
overhead due to the maintenance of trees.
 STA achieves the same performance of aggregation
than AM, while reducing consequently the number
of evaluated trees for each new group and the computation time (see Table I).
 STA evaluates only trees which are likely to be good
candidates and the trees which are not evaluated by
STA are not candidate trees for the algorithm AM.
With a bandwidth threshold of H9  , the number of trees
is around I '   and only 7% of bandwidth is wasted
for AM and STA.
STA evaluates only - '   trees in average while AM
evaluates I~H'   trees in average for each group request.
This reduction of the number of evaluated trees allows to

Metric

AM

Number of evaluated trees
per group request  (formally)

 a

1 to

e STA

 B  B B F    

Mean number of evaluated trees per group request (Z )

23,000

1,000

26,369

2,860

Time


45 ms

10 ms

always 100%

between 5% and 10%

Max number of evaluated
trees per group request
(7 )
to

manage

the

8 g -th group request
(7 )

Percent of evaluated trees
per group request

TABLE I
M AIN DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AM AND STA.

speed up the tree aggregations. By this way, STA divides
by four the computation time.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new algorithm STA to
make tree aggregation scalable. The main idea of tree
aggregation is to force multiple groups to share the same
tree within a domain. STA quickly determines whether a
tree is a candidate for an aggregation or not. Moreover,
STA evaluates few trees to aggregate a new group. We
proposed several metrics to quantify the performance of
tree aggregation and we proved the scalability of STA by
a comparison with the previous algorithm AM.
Simulation results show that the fast determination of
candidates achieves the same performance than the greedy
approach of AM for the number of trees, the number
of forwarding entries and the bandwidth wasted. Then,
our classification of trees and our selection function are
relevant. In conclusion STA is easy to implement, runs
four times faster than AM while controlling the bandwidth
wasted and keeping the same performance.
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